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The purpose of the following drills is to be able to improve the feel for the water and 

economy of effort. 

Improved efficiency will help your swim fitness and to be as fresh as possible for the 

bike and the run. 

Being economical will make swimming fast seem easier and allow you to swim 

longer before slowing down. 

 

CATCH UP superman position, do not pull thru until hand has stretched past other 

hand outstretched. 

 

SINGLE ARM right & left- this drill makes you slow down the whole stroke, using a 

float between the legs or kicking more is required to keep you afloat. 

 

CHICKEN WING thumb at right angles touches armpit fingers (below knuckles) 

trailing slowly thru water. 

This causes a high elbow which gives you a slow recovery, a swinging round of the 

arm has to cover more distance hinders recovery and causes you to be imbalanced in 

the water. 

 

BI-LATERL BREATHING- this is designed to balance out your stroke. Also when 

open water swimming you need to be able to take a breath each side. If you only ever 

breathe to your right and the waves are coming from the right and hitting you in the 

face very soon you will be swallowing water! Also breathing both sides helps you 

keep an eye on buoys, landmarks and other swimmers. 

 

SIDE SWIMMING- swim on right or left side. Concentrate on kicking from hip. 

Lower arm out straight other arm single arm strokes. Aim for improved balance in the 

water. 

 

CLENCHED FISTS work the forearm and you learn how to become more efficient 

not using your hands. 

 

PULL BOUY-Breaststroke with a pull buoy is a good sculling exercise and helps you 

learn the art of good feel for the water and improves shoulder power. 

 

OPEN FINGERS-Fingers opened are good for warm down or warm up high cadence 

like riding a bike in an easy gear. 

This drill is used by top triathletes in the lake swim warm up, helps get the blood into 

the right muscles without creating too much fatigue. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

KICKING- Hated by most swimmers but is good workout for you to improve swim 

balance. 

Aim to kick from the hips and not the knees. 

Back stroke kicking putting your arms around a float is a good way to learn this and 

allows you to work harder than front crawl kicking because you can breath all the 

time. 

Front crawl kicking try and breath every 5-10 seconds other wise you will keep lifting 

your head and change your position plus this can cause strain on your lower back. 

You can breath sideways like you would do front crawl. 

 

WATER POLO- Put drinks bottle so you can see it when swimming back or another 

colourful small visual marker. Aid. Swim one length easy then start treading water for 

10 seconds then swim half length at sprint pace without breathing, continue 

swimming as fast as possible head out of water looking at marker. 15 seconds and 

repeat. 

 

TRAIL- during recovery of stroke trail fingers thru water close to body. Helps 

improve high elbow and shorter route back to entry of hand into the water. 

 

DOGGY PADDLE sculling is head out of water. KEEP head facing forward not 

moving from side to side. Keep shoulder just below surface of water. Drive arms 

forward alternately and then powering and pulling them back good to alternate this 

with flat out swimming.  

 

POWER PULLS can be achieved by tumble turning short of the wall so you are 

unable to use the push off, you will find yourself trying to pull away stationary this 

builds up swim specific strength. If doing this drill for the first time pull away at an 

intensity of 70% then 80% then 90%. Make sure you warm up properly before doing 

this drill.  

 

TAP BEFORE ENTRY- After exiting hand from water get your fingers to brush on 

top of your shoulder then your top of head before entering the water. Improves high 

elbow recovery. 

 

 

 

 


